
Mentor at Makerspace London | STEM Mentor
Teaching 14-17 years olds from underprivileged backgrounds a range of STEM skills such as woodworking, 3D printing, electronics 
and CAD. Teaching my own subject allows me to better understand the fundamental concepts behind it. 

Bosch | Work Experience
I worked for 2 weeks in the Worcester factory/office where boilers are designed and manufactured. I worked with the design and 
development branch where new products were being made, witnessing the process of making a real world consumer product and 
learning about all the complexities that come with it.

BENJAMIN COLLIS
- DESIGN ENGINEER -
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I am motivated by the desire to create truly innovative and disruptive solutions to unsolved problems. My set of 
multidisciplinary skills allows me to work on an array of different projects, creating unique and functional solutions.

EDUCATION

EXPERIENCE

INTERESTSTECHNICAL SKILLS

MEng Design Engineering
This new degree is a fusion between the creative problem solving skills of design and the technical feasibility of engineering in 
the context of enterprise. Modules include: industrial & human-centred design, design for sustainability, mechanics, CAD and FEA, 
statistics for bigdata, electronics, mechatronics, computing, production and materials.

Imperial College London

GCSEs 7A*’s 3A’s

A-Levels A* A* A
Mathematics - Product Design - Economics

The Magic of Things Ltd | IoT Engineering Intern
Paid 3-month full time internship. A small tech startup focusing on creating interesting user-experiences for its customers by 
bringing magic to life with technology. My main contribution was a large solo project where I created, from scratch, a voice 
activated module coded using Raspberry Pi powered by Google’s speech-to-text API. I coded, soldered, cased, and shipped 4 
of these products to the New York venue where they now operate. I was also put in charge of a 14 unit 3D printing farm, and 
redesigned their retail wand packaging achieving an 83% lower CoP and used DFA to reduce assembly time by 20 times. 

Design | Sketching, UX/UI, User Research, HCD, Graphic Design
Visualize | Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, Indesign
Prototype | 3D Printing, Laser Cutting, Workshop Builds
Mechanize | Arduino, RPi, Mechatronics
Code | Python, MATLAB, C++
CAD | Fusion360, SolidWorks, Keyshot

www.bencollis.com

Oct 2017 - PresentFirst Class Honours (second year result)

Sep 2012 - July 2015

Sep 2015 - July 2017

Design Engineering Society | Events Manager
Winner of Imperial College’s society of the year award, I personally organise and execute large scale events for up to 300 members. 
This has improved my written & verbal communication, advertising, budgeting and organisational skills. 

Jul 2016 - Aug2016

Oct 2018 - Present

Jun 2019 - Sep 2019

May 2019 - Present

Alpine Climbing - Rock, ice and snow climbing in the 
Alps and Himalayas. Notable mountains include Mont 
Blanc (4810m) and Matterhorn (4478m)
Woodworking - Furniture, Bowls, and Spoons
Travelling - Iran, India, Turkey, Vietnam, Canada

Spoonable | Founder & CEO
A small business which runs woodworking workshops in collaboration with the National Trust in Osterley Park. I built the brand 
from the ground up: I designed the logo, I made the website, I created advertising material and I engaged in rigorous marketing. 
With £400 of profit per session, the company has a healthy and sustainable future ahead. Google ‘spoonable’.

April 2019 - Present


